Distinction between artefactually shrunken and truly degenerated 'dark' neurons by in situ fixation with microwave irradiation.
Dark, shrunken neurons frequently occur as artefacts in immersion fixed tissue. Perfusion fixation will prevent artefacts of this type. However, morphologically identical neurons have been described as truly degenerated cells in perfusion fixed brains in various pathological conditions. Since adequate perfusion is difficult to obtain in some pathological conditions, the question still remains whether the dark neurons found in some of these situations are true in vivo phenomena or artefacts caused by inadequate fixation. In the present study rat brains with cryogenic lesions were fixed in situ by microwave irradiation. With this method no artefactually changed dark neurons were observed in the normal parts of the brains. In the cryogenic lesions, however, a narrow rim of dark, shrunken neurons occurred adjacent to the normal cortex. This zone was identical to that observed in perfusion fixed tissue. Since inadequate fixation due to uneven perfusion of the damaged tissue is prevented with this method, we suggest that the neuronal changes represent true in vivo phenomena. Fixation with microwave irradiation can thus be used to differentiate between artefactually changed and truly degenerated dark neurons in various pathological conditions.